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Abstract 
This paper presents a methodology for adding a layer of semantic annotation to a syntactically annotated corpus of Basque (EPEC), in 
terms of semantic roles. The proposal we make here is the combination of three resources: the model used in the PropBank project 
(Palmer et al., 2005), an in-house database with syntactic/semantic subcategorization frames for Basque verbs (Aldezabal, 2004) and 
the Basque dependency treebank (Aduriz et al., 2003). In order to validate the methodology and to confirm whether the PropBank 
model is suitable for Basque and our treebank design, we have built lexical entries and labelled all argument and adjuncts occurring in 
our treebank for 3 Basque verbs. The result of this study has been very positive, and has produced a methodology adapted to the 
characteristics of the language and the Basque dependency treebank. Another goal of this study was to study whether semi-automatic 
tagging was possible. The idea is to present the human taggers a pre-tagged version of the corpus. We have seen that many arguments 
could be automatically tagged with high precision, given only the verbal entries for the verbs and a handful of examples.  
 

1. Introduction 
The study* we present here is the continuation of work 

developed in the Ixa1 research group, which involved the 
development of lexical databases and hand-tagged corpora 
with morphological information (Agirre et al., 1992, 
Aduriz et al., 1994), as well as syntactic information 
(Aduriz et al., 1998, Aranzabe et al., 2003). Our group is 
now moving into semantics, which is essential for many 
computational tasks such as syntactic disambiguation and 
language understanding, and applications such as question 
answering, machine translation and text summarization. 

Our previous work on semantics has mainly focused 
on word senses (including the development of the Basque 
WordNet and Basque Semcor (Agirre et al., 2006a)), 
building verbal models from corpora, including selectional 
preferences (Agirre et al., 2003) and subcategorization 
frames (Aldezabal et al., 2003), as well as developing by 
hand a database with syntactic/semantic subcategorization 
frames for a number of Basque verbs (Aldezabal, 2004).  

Our previous experience has persuaded us of the need 
to model verbal models according to semantic roles. In 
many cases there is a direct correspondence between an 
argument, a function and a semantic role, which allows 
continuing our work on the syntax of Basque into 
semantics. Our long-term goal is to unify all syntactic and 
semantic information into a single database coupled with 
hand-tagged corpora. 

Our interest follows the current tendency, as shown by 
corpus tagging projects such us the PennTrebank2 
(Marcus, 1994), PropBank (Palmer et al., 2005) and PDT 
(Hajic et al., 2003), and the semantic lexicons that have 
been developed alongside them, like VerbNet (Kingsbury 
et al., 2002) and Vallex (Hajic et al., 2003). Framenet 
(Baker et al., 1998) is also an example of the joint 
development of a semantic lexicon and a hand-tagged.  

We chose to follow the PropBank/VerbNet model for a 
number of reasons: 
1. The PropBank project starts from a syntactically 

annotated corpus, as we do. 
 
                                                      
* Authors listed in alphabetical order. 
1 http://ixa.si.ehu.es/Ixa 

2. The organization of the lexicon is similar to our 
database of verbal models. 

3. Given the VerbNet lexicon and the annotations in 
PropBank many implicit decisions according 
problematic issues like the distinctions between 
arguments and adjuncts are settled by example, and 
seem therefore easy to replicate when we tag the 
Basque data (see example in Section 3.3) 

4. Having corpora in different languages annotated 
following the same model allows for crosslingual 
studies, and hopefully enrich Basque verbal models 
with the richer information currently available for 
English. 

In fact, the PropBank model is being deployed in other 
languages, such us, Chinese, Spanish, Catalan and 
Russian. Palmer and Xue (2003) describe the Chinese 
PropBank. Civit et al. (2005a) describe a joint project2 to 
annotate comparable corpora in Spanish, Catalan and 
Basque. The Russian is in its preliminary stages (Civit et 
al., 2005b).  

This paper presents a methodology for adding a layer 
of semantic annotation in terms of semantic roles, to an 
existing corpus of Basque which is syntactically 
annotated. The proposal we make here is the combination 
of three resources: the model used in the PropBank project 
(Palmer et al., 2005), a database with syntactic/semantic 
subcategorization frames for Basque verbs (Aldezabal, 
2004) and the Basque dependency treebank (Aduriz et al., 
2003). In order to validate the methodology and to 
confirm whether the PropBank model is viable for 
Basque, we have built lexical entries and labelled all 
arguments and adjuncts occurring in our treebank for 3 
Basque verbs 

The next section briefly reviews the PropBank model. 
Section 3 presents our methodology, and Section 4 the 
analysis of the results. Section 5 presents heuristics to help 
speed up the semi-automatic tagging. Finally, section 6 
presents the conclusions and future work. 

2. The PropBank model 
In the PropBank model two independent levels are 

distinguished: the level of arguments and adjuncts, and the 

                                                      
2 http://www.lsi.upc.edu/~mbertran/cess-ece 



level of semantic roles. The elements that are regarded as 
arguments are numbered from Arg0 to Arg5, expressing 
semantic proximity with respect to the verb. The lowest 
numbers represent the main functions (subject, object, 
indirect object, etc.). The adjuncts are tagged as ArgM. 

With regard to roles, PropBank uses two kinds: roles 
specific to each concrete verb (e.g. buyer, thing bought, 
etc.), and general roles (e.g. agent, theme, etc.) linked to 
the VerbNet lexicon (Kipper et al., 2002). VerbNet is an 
extensive lexicon where verbs are organized in classes 
following Levin’s classification (1993).  

Table 1 shows the PropBank roleset for the verb 
‘tell.01’ and the corresponding VerbNet roleset with 
Levin’s class number (37.1).  

 
PropBank tell.01 VerbNet tell-37.1  
Arg0: Speaker Agent 

Arg1: Utterance Topic 
Arg2: Hearer Recipient 

Table 1: PropBank and VerbNet rolesets of the verb ‘tell’. 
 
A verb equivalent to the English tell, should have a similar 
roleset. Table 2 shows a preliminary version for the 
roleset of the Basque verb esan.01 (= ‘tell’) based on the 
roleset in table 1. VerbNet roles are more general, and to 
simplify the examples, we will only mention the VerbNet 
roles in the rest of the paper, together with the argument 
number.  
 

Esan.01 
Arg0: Agent 
Arg1: Topic 

Arg2: Recipient 
Table 2: Preliminary version of the lexical entry for 
esan.01. 

 
To have a general perspective of argument numbers, 
VerbNet roles and syntactic function, we have elaborated 
a table, see table 3, that shows the roles and the syntactic 
functions that are usually associated with the numbered 
arguments and adjuncts in PropBank: 

 
Arguments VerbNet roles Syntactic function 
Arg0 agent, experiencer subject 
Arg1 patient, theme, 

attribute, extension 
direct object, attribute, 
predicative, passive 
subject 

Arg2 attribute, beneficiary, 
instrument, extension, 
final state 

attribute, predicative, 
indirect object, 
adverbial complement

Arg3 beneficiary, instrument, 
attribute, cause 

predicative, 
circumstantial 
complement 

Arg4 destination adverbial complement
Adjuncts   
ArgM location, extension, 

destination, cause, 
time, manner, direction 

adverbial complement

Table 3: The roles and the syntactic functions that are 
usually associated with the numbered arguments and 
adjuncts in PropBank. 

 
Each roleset has its corresponding frameset showcasing 
the syntactic realization of the verb. This information is 
very helpful for tagging the specific sense and syntactic 

structure of a verb. Figure 1 shows the 4 frames that form 
the frameset associated with the ‘tell.01’ roleset. For the 
sake of brevity, we have only illustrated entirely the first 
frame, where the example shows how ‘tell’ is used in a 
ditransitive structure, and the syntactic realization of each 
of the arguments is marked. 

 
Roleset tell.01 "pass along information": 
Roles: 

Arg0:Speaker 
Arg1:Utterance 
Arg2:Hearer 

 
Frames: 

ditransitive (-) 
The score tell you what the 
characters are thinking and 
feeling. 
Arg0: The score 
REL: tell 
Arg2: you 
Arg1: what the characters are thinking and 
feeling 

odd ditransitive (-)  
prepositional arg2 (-) 
fronted (-) 

Figure 1: Part of the frameset associated with the ‘tell.01’ 
roleset. 

3. Methodology 
In this section we first present the five steps of our 

tagging methodology: 
1. Choice of verbs 
2. Building the preliminary entry for the verb 
3. Comparison to equivalent English entries 
4. Tagging of the corpus 
5. Post-tagging analysis (back to step 2.) 

But first we present the corpus to be tagged. 

3.1. The corpus 
EPEC is the Reference Corpus for the Processing of 

Basque. This is a corpus of standard written Basque 
whose aim is to be a reference corpus for the development 
and improvement of several NLP tools for Basque. It is a 
300.000-word sample collection of written standard 
Basque3. Around one third of this collection was obtained 
from the Statistical Corpus of 20th Century Basque 
(http://www.euskaracorpusa.net). The rest was sampled 
from Euskaldunon Egunkaria (http://www.egunero.info) a 
daily newspaper. EPEC has been manually tagged at 
different levels (morphosyntax, syntactic phrases, 
syntactic dependencies and WordNet word senses) and we 
now want to tag the verb rolesets and semantic roles. 

3.2. Choice of Basque verbs 
The main criterion to select the verbs has been 

frequency. 29.95% of all verb occurrences correspond to 
10 verbs (from a total of 622 verbs occurring in the 
corpus). The reason for having such a reduced number of 
verbs in Basque, compared to others languages such as 
                                                      
3 Being Basque an agglutinative language, 300.000 word-corpus 
is roughly equivalent to a 500.000 word-corpus for English. 



English, is that Basque lexicalizes less material in the 
verb, depending more on syntax (Agirre et al., 2006b). For 
instance, ‘to bike’ is translated as bizikletaz ibili (lit. ‘to go 
on bike’) and ‘to walk’ is translated as oinez ibili (lit. ‘to 
go on feet’). In these two verb constructions the adverbial 
component (bizikletaz in the first one and oinez in the 
second one) is syntactically a modifier of the sentence. 
That is, what in English is expressed with two different 
verbs, the same verb with another word is needed in 
Basque.  

In this preliminary study we did not want to consider 
light and modal verbs, which we will be complex to 
analyze. That is the case of egin (=’do’) and izan (=’be’), 
which are the two most frequent verbs in the corpus. We 
chose 3 other verbs from the top 10 to perform the pilot 
study, and will showcase the methodology with esan. The 
other two verbs are eskatu and adierazi. Table 4 shows the 
10 most frequent verbs. 

 
6,10% egin do, make, … 
5,95% izan be, … 
4,66% esan say, tell, call, … 
2,62% adierazi express, … 
2,37% eskatu ask for, … 
1,92% eman give, … 
1,69% azaldu express, appear, … 
1,56% hartu take, … 
1,54% jo play, … 
1,54% salatu denounce, accuse, ... 

Table 4: The 10 most frequent verbs in EPEC, which 
account for nearly 30% of the occurrences of all verbs. 
The percentage with respect to all verb occurrences is 
shown, alongside the main English translations. 

 

3.3. The preliminary entry for the Basque verb 
The preliminary lexicon for the 3 verbs including 

senses and subcategorization frames is based on Aldezabal 
(2004), which includes an in-depth study of 100 verbs. At 
this step, we adapted this lexicon to the PropBank model, 
without examining the entries in PropBank for equivalent 
verbs (which is done in the next step, see Section 3.4 
below).  

Aldezabal defined a number of syntactic-semantic 
frames (SSF) for each verb. Each SSF is formed by 
semantic roles and the declension case that syntactically 
realizes this role. The SSFs that have the same semantic 
roles define a verbal coarse-grained sense and are 
considered syntactic variants of an alternation. Different 
sets of semantic roles reflect different senses. This is 
similar to the PropBank model, where each of the 
syntactic variants (similar to a frame) pertains to a verbal 
sense (similar to a roleset).  

Aldezabal defines a specific inventory of semantic 
roles, but we only take the senses, number of arguments 
and corresponding declension cases for each verb. We 
adopt the role inventory of PropBank, and therefore use 
the semantic role information of Aldezabal only as 
auxiliary information to choose the corresponding role in 
PropBank.  

In figure 2 we can see an example of the SSFs for the 
verb esan as given by Aldezabal. It has two senses and the 
first one has two syntactic variants. The first variant, esan-
1.1 realizes the first argument with the ergative case and 

the second argument with the absolutive case. The second 
variant is similar, but realizes the second argument with a 
completive clause. The second sense has three arguments, 
realized as ergative, absolutive and dative, in that order. 
The first sense can be translated as ‘tell/say’, as in ‘Tell 
him to stop’, and the second sense as ‘call’, as in ‘What 
shall we call him?’ 

In general, our SSF lexicon displays a tendency to 
limit the number of arguments in comparison with the 
PropBank model, i.e. some of the adjuncts in our SSF 
lexicon would be given as arguments by PropBank. We 
therefore decided to adapt the preliminary entry in figure 2 
to this tendency. Figure 3 shows the adapted entries for 
esan, given in PropBank format as two rolesets, and where 
we have added one more argument (Arg2) to esan.01. 
This new argument was listed in our SSF lexicon as an 
adjunct.  

 
esan-1 (= ‘tell/say’): Activity (communication) of an entity. Two 
arguments in two syntactic variants:   
   esan-1.1: argument1_ERG4, argument2_ABS5 
   esan-1.2: argument1_ERG, argument2_COMP6  
  
esan-2 (= ‘call’): Assignment of an attribute. Three arguments in 
a single syntactic realization: 
   esan-2: argument1_ERG, argument2_ABS, argument3_DAT7 
Figure 2: Syntactic-semantic frames for the verb esan 
(=’tell/say/call’) as given in our SSF lexicon.  
 

Roleset esan.01 "communication activity of an entity": 
Roles: 

Arg0:Agent 
Arg1:Topic 
Arg2:Recipient 

 
Frames: 
• Direct object: absolutive 

 Juan Maria Atutxak hori esan zuen (Juan Maria 
Atutxa said that) 
 Arg0: Juan Maria Atutxak (ERG) 
 Arg1: hori (ABS) 
 REL: esan 
 auxmod: zuen 

• Direct object: completive clause 
 Juan Maria Atutxak bakea nahi zuela esan zion 
entzulegoari (Juan Maria Atutxa told the audience 
that he wanted peace) 
 Arg0: Juan Maria Atutxak (ERG) 
 Arg1: bakea nahi zuela (COMP) 
 REL: esan 
 auxmod: zion 
Arg2: entzulegoari (DAT) 
 

Roleset esan.02 "assignment of an attribute": 
Roles: 

Arg0:Agent 
Arg1:Theme 
Arg2:Predicate 

Figure 3: The preliminary entry for the verb esan in 
PropBank style. Two rolesets are given, with two frames 
for the first sense and one frame for the second. In the 
                                                      
4 ERG = ergative declension case. 
5 ABS = absolutive declension case. 
6 COMP = completive clause. 
7 DAT = dative declension case. 



frame examples we specify the case to be used. Note that 
we give VerbNet role names in the roleset. 

3.4. Comparison to equivalent English entries 
Hour hypothesis is that, with respect to the Basque 

verb, entries for the English equivalent senses in 
PropBank should maintain a similar syntactic-semantic 
behaviour. The preliminary entry of the verb (see figure 3) 
is the basis for looking for the English equivalent. In this 
process the use of bilingual dictionaries for Basque, 
Spanish and English (Elhuyar8, WordReference9), as well 
as the monolingual dictionaries for Basque and English 
(Cambridge10, OneLook11) is essential. 

Once we find the English counterparts, we make a 
selection based in the similarity on their syntactic 
structure. For example, for the roleset esan.01 we find that 
in this sense there are two English equivalents: tell.01 and 
say.01. However, the roleset of tell.01 and say.01 are not 
totally similar. The roleset of say.01 has a fourth role 
(Arg3 Attributive) that the roleset of tell.01 has not. In 
Basque, the verb esan accepts this Arg3, although its 
argument or adjunct status is debatable. In Basque we 
don’t have two different verbs for the English tell and say, 
so we decided to take the role Arg3-Attributive as an 
argument for the roleset of esan.0112, specifying in the 
frame that it can be realized as the instrumental case or a 
complex declension case such as –i buruz (‘about’). As a 
result of this study we modify our entries, as shown 
briefly in table 5 for esan.01 and table 6 for esan.02.  

 
PropBank say.01 
VerbNet say-37.7 

PropBank tell.01 
VerbNet tell-37.1 

esan.01 

Arg0: Agent Arg0: Agent Arg0: Agent 
(ERG) 

Arg1: Topic Arg1: Topic Arg1: Topic 
(ABS/COMP) 

Arg2: Recipient Arg2: Recipient Arg2: Recipient 
(DAT) 

Arg3:Attributive  Arg3: Attributive 
(INS/-i buruz) 

Table 5: The equivalent entries between Basque and 
English for the verb esan.01. Note that we are showing the 
brief version of the entries for Basque. Figure 3 shows a 
full entry. 

 
PropBank call.01 
VerbNet dub-29.3 

esan.02 

Arg0: Agent Arg0: Agent (ERG) 
Arg1: Theme Arg1: Theme (DAT) 
Arg2: Predicate Arg2: Predicate (ABS) 

Table 6: The equivalent entry between Basque and 
English for the verb esan.02 (brief version of entries 
shown).  

 
 

                                                      
8 www.euskadi.net/hizt_el/indice_e.htm 
9 www.wordreference.com 
10 dictionary.cambridge.org 
11 www.onelook.com 
12 It must be noted that in fact it is PropBank who has arg3 for 
say, but VerbNet does not include this argument. It seems that 
the argument status is also debatable for English.  

3.5. First tagging  
For this preliminary study we produced one file for 

each verb, comprising a sample of sentences containing 
the verb. These sentences are syntactically tagged with 
dependencies, which is the basis for adding the semantic 
layer. We are preparing a graphical user interface to help 
the linguist with the tagging. Figure 4 shows a 
syntactically annotated clause in Basque, where the 
semantic annotation has been added. We can see that the 
clause is divided in phrases and that each phrase has its 
dependency relation (e.g. nc_subj for subject) with respect 
to the verb. In the description of the phrases the 
declension case (e.g. ERG ergative), the lexical head 
(esan) and the inflected form (i.e. Triasek) is also 
available. Apart from all the information we have 
mentioned, the type of subordination (COMP: completive) 
is also given in the phrase description. And finally, the 
auxmod is the auxiliary verb, and which does not have a 
semantic role. 

 
Clause: Berandu datozela esan zion Triasek Mayor 
Orejari. 
Translation: Trias told Mayor Oreja that they were 
coming late 

Figure 4: A syntactically and semantically annotated 
clause in Basque. Syntactic dependencies13 are marked on 
the links, and the semantic information in the nodes. 
Declension case has been included in the nodes as 
additional information. 

 
The taggers were asked to add the numbered argument 

(or modifier) and the semantic role to each dependency for 
the target verb. We instructed the annotators to only tag 
only those examples which were clear. The uncertain ones 
are kept apart for further discussion. This way we allow 
for a consistent tagging with the current lexical entry. The 
taggers are also asked to look out for occurrences which 
are not reflected in the different rolesets of the verb, and 
indications that a sense of the verb might be missing. All 
un-annotated examples and tagger comments are analyzed 
in the following step. 

 

3.6. Post-tagging analysis 
Considering the tagging problems, in this last step we 

provide the opportunity to make changes in the lexicon 
(e.g. add or eliminate arguments from the rolesets, add 
new senses, add more information to the frames, etc. ) or 
including new criteria for further tagging. For example, in 
the case of the verb esan, 14 out of the 242 occurrences 
were left aside for further discussion. Most of this 
                                                      
13 ccomp_obj is the completive clause object; the auxmod is the 
auxiliary verb; nc_subj is the non-clause subject; and  nc_zobj is 
the non-clause second object. 

Berandu datozela 
(COMP) 

Arg1: Topic Mayor Orejari 
(DAT) 

Arg2: Recipient 

Triasek 
(ERG) 

Arg0: Agent 

zion 

esan (REL) 

auxmod 

nc_subj nc_zobj 
ccomp_obj 



uncertain cases have to do with the possible Basque 
syntactic realizations of the arg3, which are often complex 
declension cases (e.g. ‘-i erreferentzia eginez’ which 
means more or less ‘regarding to’). We therefore decided 
to include the complex postposition ‘–i erreferentzia 
eginez’ in one of the frames for esan.01 for arg3 with the 
attributive role. See table 7 for the definitive entry for 
esan.  

Updating the lexicon might involve tagging the 
occurrences of the target verb again (back to previous 
step), as it is the case for esan, but it also can ask for 
general book-keeping. In the case of ‘–i buruz’ or ‘–i 
erreferentzia eginez’ for instance, we need to make sure 
that other occurrences of the complex postposition in the 
lexicon and corpus are coherent with the new semantic 
role.  

 
esan.01 esan.02 
Arg0: Agent (ERG) 
Arg1: Topic (ABS/COMP) 
Arg2: Recipient (DAT) 
Arg3: Attributive (INS/-i buruz/ 
 -i erreferentzia eginez/...) 

Arg0: Agent (ERG) 
Arg1: Theme (DAT) 
Arg2: Predicate (ABS) 
 

Table 7: The definitive entry for the verb esan (brief 
version shown).  

4. Analysis of the results 
From this pilot study we have seen that the PropBank 

model is perfectly fit to properly treat Basque verbs. We 
have seen that the tagging can proceed smoothly from the 
dependency Treebank. In contrast to the English 
PropBank methodology, in addition to the syntactic 
functions in the Treebank we also use the information 
regarding case suffixes and postpositions (simple and 
complex), and specify this information in the frames. 

Our database of verbal models has been a good 
starting point to produce the preliminary lexicon for the 
verbs. We have detected some differences with English 
verbs regarding the status of arguments and adjuncts, due 
to different basic criteria, but those can be easily adjusted. 
Our database is stricter on arguments, while PropBank has 
a wider perspective. In the 3 verbs under scrutiny it has 
not been a problem, because there were no interferences 
regarding the senses. We want to note that we worked on 
three of the top-five from the most frequent verbs of our 
corpus, which are usually the most problematic, which 
further stresses the validity of our approach. 

Another goal of this study was to study whether semi-
automatic tagging was possible. The idea is to present the 
human taggers a pre-tagged version of the corpus. We 
have seen that many arguments could be automatically 
tagged with high precision, given only the verbal entries 
for the verbs and a handful of examples. The heuristics 
can be general (for all verbs) or specific for each 
individual verb). We will explain them in more detail in 
the next section.  

5. Semiautomatic tagging  
The idea of the semiautomatic tagging is to speed up 

the process of tagging using hand-made heuristics based 
on manual analysis of the corpora. At this stage we have 
only analyzed three verbs, but some regularities are 
already arising. We will continue to study and tag more 
verbs in order to improve, add, or cancel the heuristics.  

Some of the heuristics would apply to all verbs. For 
instance, the ergative case gets Arg0 in for all instances of 
the studied verbs. The absolutive case is more variable, as 
shown by the two rolesets of esan, where it gets Arg1 for 
esan.01, and Arg2 for esan.02. We therefore plan to tag 
all ergatives as Arg0. 

The other kind of heuristics is specific for each verb, 
and can be derived automatically from the preliminary 
entries as built in Section 3.4. We will detail here the case 
for the three studied verbs.  

In the case of the verb esan, it has two competing 
rolesets (see table 7). If we list the possible interpretations 
for each declension case (see table 8), we can see that the 
completive and the instrumental (including several other 
complex declension cases) are unambiguous, as they mark 
the sense (01) and the role (Arg1 and Arg3, respectively). 
Using this information, we can automatically tag the 
occurrences of the verb esan and its constituents. Those 
occurrences with a COMP or INS constituent, can be fully 
disambiguated (sense and roles), while the rest will get 
ambiguous tags for the sense and roles. For current 
occurrences of esan, this implies that 80% of the 
occurrences are disambiguated by COMP and 3% by INS 
(or other complex declension case). Together 82% of the 
occurrences will be fully disambiguated and tagged, and 
only 18% will be left ambiguous for the human tagger to 
disambiguate.  

 
declension case Roles Sense of esan 
ERG Arg0: Agent 01/02 
ABS Arg1: Topic / 

Arg2: Predicate 
01/02 

COMP Arg1: Topic 01 
DAT Arg2: Recipient / 

Arg1: Theme 
01/02 

INS/-i buruz… Arg3: Attributive 01 
Table 8: The ambiguous and unambiguous declension 
cases of the verb esan. 

 
The other two verbs have a single roleset, and none of 

the declension cases is ambiguous regarding the role. The 
occurrences of these verbs can be tagged unambiguously. 

The accuracy of these verb-to-verb heuristics is close 
to 100%. This is not totally representative until we apply 
the heuristic to unseen data, but we don’t expect much 
deviation. Still, we want to stress that the automatic 
tagging is no substitute for the manual tagging. We plan to 
review all occurrences, regardless whether they are left 
ambiguous or not. The automatic tagging does not 
consider the adjuncts yet, but a table of possible 
interpretations for each adjunct would help the work of the 
tagger. 

6. Conclusions and future work 
Our study confirms that building a lexicon and tagging 

a Basque corpus with verbal sense and semantic role 
information following the VerbNet/PropBank model of 
PropBank is feasible. We have also shown the method to 
integrate our pre-existing resources (Basque dependency 
treebank and a database with syntactic/semantic 
subcategorization frames) into this new framework. We 
have extended the representation of the entries with 
information about the declension cases that realize the 
arguments.   



The methodology drawn here is being structured in a 
detailed set of guidelines for taggers and lexicon editors. 
Both teams work together in order to build a coherent 
lexicon and tagged corpus. We plan to update the 
guidelines as we continue to work on more verbs.  

The analysis of the results has also shown that the 
preliminary entries can be used to tag automatically the 
verbal senses and roles with promising accuracy and 
disambiguation rates. 

As future work, we are now starting to extend the 
tagging to the 300.000-word EPEC corpus, which is being 
entirely hand-annotated with morphologic and syntactic 
tags, as well as Basque WordNet word senses.  

We are also interested in using the EuroWordNet 
model as a pivot to link the framesets across different 
languages. A similar study was performed in (Lersundi, 
2005) for prepositions, and we plan to extend it to verbs. 
Comparable corpora is being tagged for Spanish and 
Catalan (Civit et al., 2005a), which will allow for further 
crosslingual studies. 
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